Rainfall-runoff is a complicated nonlinear process and many data mining tools have demonstrated their powerful potential in its modelling but still there are many unsolved problems. This paper addresses a mostly ignored area in hydrological modelling: data time interval for models. Modern data collection and telecommunication technologies can provide us with very high resolution data with extremely fine sampling intervals. We hypothesise that both too large and too small time intervals would be detrimental to a model's performance, which has been illustrated in the case study. It has been found that there is an optimal time interval which is different from the original data time interval (i.e. the measurement time interval). It has been found that the data time interval does have a major impact on the model's performance, which is more prominent for longer lead times than for shorter ones. This is highly relevant to flood forecasting since a flood modeller usually tries to stretch his/her model's lead time as far as possible. If the selection of data time interval is not considered, the model developed will not be performing at its full potential. The application of the Gamma Test and Information Entropy introduced in this paper may help the readers to speed up their data input selection process.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient flood forecasting is considered as a challenging field of operational hydrology as rainfall -runoff dynamics is highly nonlinear, time-dependent and spatially varying (Cluckie & Han 2000) . Many models have been developed to replicate the rainfall -runoff process (HEC 1990; Duan et al. 1992; Michaud & Sorooshian 1994) . Although conceptual models and physics-based models provide a deep insight into the physical processes, their calibration requires the collection of a great amount of information regarding the physical properties of the watershed under study and sophisticated mathematical tools for parameter identification (Duan et al. 1992; Chang et al. 2007) . The advent of artificial intelligence techniques to hydrology brought a new dimension to flood modelling (Han et al. 2002 (Han et al. , 2007a Bray & Han 2005) . Among several artificial intelligence methods artificial neural networks (ANN) hold a vital role and ASCE Task Committee Reports (2000a,b) have accepted ANN as an efficient forecasting and modelling tool. Over the last decade, the artificial neural network has gained great attention and has evolved as the main branch of artificial intelligence that is now a recognised tool for modelling the underlying complexities in many artificial and physical systems including floods (Abrahart & See predictions in the longer forecast lead time. Multi-stepahead prediction is a challenging task which attempts to make predictions several time steps into the future. Chang et al. (2004) developed a two-step-ahead recurrent neural network for streamflow forecasting. Later they explored three types of multi-step-ahead (MSA) neural networks, viz. multi-input multi-output (MIMO), multiinput single-output (MISO) and serial-propagated structure, for rainfall -runoff modelling using datasets from two watersheds in Taiwan (Chang et al. 2007 ).
However, even with an abundance of studies there are many uncertainties associated with ANN-based modelling, viz. random initialisation, proper model structure, best input combination, training data length, best data time interval for modelling, etc. So far, many of these questions have not been addressed adequately by the hydrological community (Han et al. 2007a,b) . Two issues which deserve more attention are the input data selection and the optimal data time interval.
The selection of an appropriate subset of inputs from available input variables to model a system under investigation is a crucial step in model development, particularly for data-driven models like artificial neural networks. The correct choice of model inputs is very important for improving the modelling goal and computational efficiency.
Improper input combination and training data length selection could lead to overfitting, which is considered as one of the serious weaknesses associated with data mining models like ANNs. There are two potential tools to deal with this problem for nonlinear systems, which are Mutual Information (MI) based on the Entropy Theory and the Gamma Test. Mutual Information has been used to measure the dependence between output and input variables. MI is capable of measuring dependences based on both linear and nonlinear relationships, making it well suited for use with complex nonlinear systems and can be used as a model input selection criteria (Sharma 2000; Fernando et al. 2005) .
The Gamma Test was proposed in recent years by Agalbjö rn (Agalbjö rn et al. 1997 ) and a formal proof for the Gamma Test can be found in Evans (2002) and Evans & Jones (2002) . It is accomplished by the estimation of noise variance computed from the raw data using efficient, scalable algorithms. This novel technique, the Gamma Test, enables us to quickly evaluate and estimate the best mean squared error that can be achieved by a smooth model on unseen data for a given selection of inputs, prior to complex and time-consuming model construction. The abilities of GT have been demonstrated in case studies in water level and flow modelling (Durrant 2001; Remesan et al. 2009 ), daily solar radiation prediction (Remesan et al. 2008; Moghaddamnia et al. 2009 ) and evapotranspiration estimation (Ghafari et al. 2009; Piri et al. 2009 ). This technique can be used to find the best embedded dimensions and time lags for time series analysis. The credibility of the GT was evaluated by cross-correlation analysis and data splitting modelling.
The data time interval is a major factor affecting the forecast performance of neural network models. The performance of neural network models is highly timedependent (Avci 2007) . Very large and small data time intervals could have negative effects on modelling results.
The hypothetical condition for the effect of data time interval on modelling is shown in Figure 1 . In this study, an analysis of data time interval on real-time flood forecasting with different lead times was performed to see if the results could validate the hypothetical condition.
THE STUDY AREA
The ANN-based flood forecasting method was performed on the Brue catchment, located in Southwest England. The data for this study was obtained from the Hydrological Radar Experiment (HYREX) at the Brue catchment from 
Gamma test (GT)
This concept has been developed as the Gamma Test by Agalbjö rn and his associates (Agalbjö rn et al. 1997) . A formal proof for the Gamma Test can be found in Evans (2002) and Evans & Jones (2002) . This novel technique enables us to quickly evaluate and estimate the best meansquared error that can be achieved by a smooth model on unseen data for a given selection of inputs, prior to model construction. The basic idea is quite distinct from those earlier attempts at nonlinear analysis. Suppose we have a set of data observations of the form
where the inputs x [ R m are vectors confined to some closed bounded set C [ R m and, without loss of generality, the corresponding outputs y [ R are scalars, where we presume that the vectors x contain predicatively useful factors influencing the output y. The only assumption made is that the underlying relationship of the system under investigation is of the following form:
where f is a smooth function and r is a random variable that represents noise. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the mean of the distribution of r is zero 
derived from the delta function of input vectors:
where j…j denotes Euclidean distance, and the corresponding Gamma function of output values is
where y N(1,k) is the corresponding y value for the kth nearest neighbour of x i in (3). In order to compute G a leastsquares fit regression line is constructed for the p points
The intercept on the vertical (d ¼ 0) axis is the G value, Another term associated with the Gamma Test is V ratio .
A V ratio close to zero indicates that there is a high degree of predictability of the given output y. We can also determine the reliability of the Gamma statistic by running a series of Gamma Tests for increasing M, to establish the size of dataset required to produce a stable asymptote. This is known as an M test. The M-test result would help us to avoid a wasteful attempt of fitting the model beyond the stage where the MSE on the training data is smaller than Var(r), which may lead to overfitting. The M test also helps us to decide how much data we require to build a model with a mean squared error which approximates the estimated noise variance.
ENTROPY THEORY
The concept of information is too broad to be captured completely by a single definition. In information theory, the fitting an analytical function to the data, we can establish a bin specification to construct a probability distribution directly from the data. To calculate entropy for a continuous function, we use the discrete analogue of Equation (7). Let X be a discrete random variable with probability mass function p(x). The entropy H(X) of a discrete random variable X is defined as
The reduction of the original uncertainty of X, i.e. In training, it is typical to choose a performance function, which has the form of a sum of squares. In this case, the gradient can be written as
H(X), due to the knowledge of Y is
where J (Jacobian) contains the first derivatives of the network error with respect to the weights and biases, and e is a vector of network errors. The Jacobian matrix can be computed using a standard backpropagation technique. The basic implementation of this algorithm can be written as
where k is an integer. This is the Gauss -Newton method of approximating the Hessian matrix. If the matrix
is not invertible, the following formula could be used to solve that issue:
where m k is an adaptive value. When the scalar m k is zero, this is just Newton's method, using the approximate Hessian matrix. When m k is large, this becomes gradient descent with a small step size. Newton's method is faster and more accurate near an error minimum, so the aim is to shift toward Newton's method as quickly as possible.
In this study, a multi-input single-output (MISO) neural network architecture was adopted since it has been popularly used as a neural network architecture for multi-step-ahead forecasting (Chang et al. 2007) . We have constructed three independent networks to forecastŷðt þ 2Þ, yðt þ 4Þ andŷðt þ 6Þ, respectively. Even though we require n networks for n-step-ahead forecasting, MISO networks were considered better than a multi-input multi-output 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
There were two aspects in this study to address the model data input selection and the impact of data time interval.
The modelling results are explained as follows.
Input data selection for ANN model
The three-layer feedforward neural network with one hidden layer is used in this study and the number of hidden neurons was twice the number of input vectors plus one. To construct an ANN structure for the catchment, its streamflow data and the rainfall information were selected as the input vector and the best combination of antecedent values of this information were selected using the Gamma Test. The network input include information Q(t), Q(t 2 1), Q(t 2 2), Q(t 2 3), P(t), P(t 2 1), P(t 2 2) and P(t 2 3) for multi-step-ahead forecasting when we used 15 min data.
The Gamma statistic (G) and Standard Error (SE) variation
with unique data points of 15 min data, obtained from the M test analysis are shown in Figure 3 (a). The test produced an asymptotic convergence of the Gamma statistic to p Q(t)…Q(t 2 3) and P(t)… P(t 2 3) Q(t), Q(t 2 1), P(t) and P(t 2 1) Q(t)…Q(t 2 2) and P(t)… P(t 2 2) Q(t)…Q(t 2 3) and P(t)… P(t 2 2) The M test details can be found in Table 1 .
It is interesting to note that the input combination with only four vectors (viz. Q(t), Q(t 2 1), P(t) and P(t 2 1)) was identified as the best for 30 min data whereas for other time intervals the best input combinations consist of more than four input vectors. The M test analysis on the 30 min data is shown in Figure 3 To check the authenticity of GT analysis, we performed a cross-correlation analysis (Tayfur & Guldal 2006) between the target runoff dataset Q(t) and different lag time series of precipitation and runoff using daily rainfallrunoff data. A study by Remesan et al. (2009) identified three-step antecedent runoff values (Q(t 2 1), Q(t 2 2), Q(t 2 3)), one-step antecedent rainfall (P(t 2 1)) and current rainfall information (P(t)) are the best for daily rainfall -runoff modelling, with a training data length of 1,056 data points. The cross-correlation analysis between the target runoff dataset Q(t) and different lag time series of precipitation and runoff data (viz. Q(t 2 1), Q(t 2 2), Q(t 2 3), Q(t 2 4), P(t 2 1), P(t 2 2), P(t 2 3) and P(t 2 4)) were performed to see if the results matched the GT findings. The analysis results are shown in Table 2 . To confirm the reliability of the GT in identifying the training data length, a data partitioning approach was adopted (Tayfur & Guldal 2006) . Different scenarios of data partitioning into training and testing periods were tried in order to determine the optimal length of training data required for modelling without overfitting during training. according to these figures, the optimum value of training data length is in the 1,000 -1,100 range, whereas the GT identified the optimum length of the training data as 1,056.
The data partitioning approach can give an indicative idea of the optimum data length while the GT can provide a more accurate estimate of the optimum data length.
Effect of data time interval on modelling
After selection of the final ANN structure with the Gamma Test (GT), modelling performance was evaluated with the statistical indices for the data collected at different frequencies from the Brue catchment (i.e. 15 min, 30 min, 60 min and 120 min data) and 2-to 6-h lead time forecasts. The scatter plots of 2-h-ahead, 4-h-ahead and 6-h-ahead forecasted versus observed discharges for the training data with a sampling time interval of 30 min are shown in Figure 8 (a-c). The hydrographs of 4-h-ahead forecasted data versus the observed values of discharges of training data with the 30 min data are shown in Figure 9 and the 6-h-ahead forecasted hydrographs shown in Figure 10 .
The values of the performance indices for the MSA forecast are presented in Table 3 Table 3 . The Nash efficiency is more than 93% during the calibration and validation periods for 30 min data set in all lead time predictions, which is at an acceptable level for runoff modelling (Shamseldin 1997) . Figure 11 , from which it is clear that the model performance is superior for 30 min time definitely had an influence on the model's prediction and this case study confirms the dependence of the data time interval on the long lead-time prediction. It is also observed that, for a short lead time, the curve is relatively flat. Thus the influence of the data time interval hasn't got much effect on short lead-time prediction results.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite a large number of published papers on hydrological ANN applications, there are still many unsolved problems.
Modern data collection and telecommunication technologies can provide high resolution data with very fine sampling intervals (such as 15 min or even less). However, there is little research on the optimal data time interval for modelling. We hypothesised that either too large or too small time intervals were detrimental to a model's performance. There should be an optimal time interval for a particular catchment in terms of hydrological modelling. So far, there is no published research about the optimal time interval for ANN models (and other data mining models).
This study has demonstrated that the data time interval does have a major impact on the model's performance. For the Brue catchment, it has been found that a 30 min interval is the optimal. It is interesting to note that the significance of the time interval influence is more prominent for longer lead times than shorter ones. This is highly relevant to flood forecasting since a flood modeller usually tries to stretch his/her model's lead time as far as possible. If the selection of the data time interval is not considered, the model developed will not be performing at its full potential.
Clearly, more research is needed to explore the relationship between optimal time intervals and catchment characteristics (e.g. catchment concentration time). Therefore we hope this study will stimulate further study of this problem in different catchments and with various data mining models so that some generalisation or pattern on the optimal time interval could be found. The application of the Gamma Test and Information Entropy in this paper will help readers to speed up their data input selection process. 
